2010-2011 WRITING COMPETITION WINNERS

Faricy award for Poetry, Honorable Mention,
Katherine Defliese
"Immolation."

Faricy award for Poetry, Honorable Mention,
Priyanka Bose
"After the Bath."

Faricy award for Poetry, Honorable Mention,
Emily Anderson
"A Day on a Page."

Faricy award for Poetry, Honorable Mention,
Jennifer Mahlum
"Black Tulips."

Faricy award for Poetry, Third Place,
Martin Kim
"Woods."

Faricy award for Poetry, Second Place, Co-Winner,
Caitlin Enders
"How to Keep your Boat Well-Painted."

Faricy award for Poetry, Second Place, Co-Winner,
Bryan Jewell
"Constructed."
Faricy award for Poetry First Place, Co-Winner,
Jonathan Ayala
"Hubble Ultra Deep Field."

Faricy award for Poetry, First Place, Co-Winner,
Brittany Jaekel
"Thetis."

Jean Meyer Aloe Poetry Prize from The American Academy of Poets
Ali Pechman
"The Triumph of Death."

Robert Mayo Memorial Prize, Second Place,
Ellen Ruth Maddy
"The Nature of Kingship in Richard II."

Robert Mayo Memorial Prize, First Place,
Ed Krystosek
"When You Ain't Got Nothing, You Got Nothing to Lose. Marilyynne Robinson's *Housekeeping* as a Meditation on Trauma and Epistemology."

J. Scott Clark Award
Leah Bettag
excellence in creative writing.

English Department Prize in Creative Essay
Julianne Hill
"Buffalo People."
2010-2011 WRITING COMPETITION WINNERS

English Department Prize in Fiction
Simon Han
"Texas Boy, 7, Drifts away in a Blimp."

Harriet Gilliam Memorial Prize
Katherine Defliese
"Memoir as Therapy: Kathryn Harrison's The Kiss."

Robert Dentler Memorial Prize for Best Poem
Alleliah Nuguid
"Drive."

Robert Dentler Memorial Award for Essay on Poetry, Second Place,
Emily Anderson
"Stuart Dybek's 'Benediction': The Struggle for American Spiritual Identity."

Robert Dentler Memorial Award for Essay on Poetry, First Place,
Maxwell Kuehn
"'Little Star:' Translating Gottfried Benn's Kleine Aster into English."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on Literature, pre-1798
Emma Martell
"Feste's Unexpected Profit in Twelfth Night."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay in American Literature
Lindsey Kundel
"'Our White Girlhood was Passed Together': Daisy and Jordan's Possibilities of Passing and Identity as Performance."
2010-2011 WRITING COMPETITION WINNERS

Helen G. Scott Prize for Lyric Essay
Abraham Benson-Goldberg
"Too Grand a Sacrifice."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Meditative Essay
Aaron Frumkin
"The Evolution of Flaw."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best New Voice in Fiction
Hayley Stevens
"Bingoland."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Innovative Narrative in Fiction
Steven Koteff
"Great America."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay
Anna Alber
"'Forgetting the Ground': Kafka's Musicology in Josephine the Singer and Investigations of a Dog."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Essay Literary Theory
Megan Crognale
"The Open: The Abyss within Kafka's Josef K, the Officer and Red Peter."

Helen G. Scott Prize for Excellence in Creative Writing
Maya Walker
your work in the English Major in Writing.
Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Best Critical Essay
Rudy Eiland
"It Sounds Nothing to Hear, but it was Hellish to See: Manipulating Mediation in *Jekyll and Hyde.*"

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Fiction, Third Place,
Laura Jok
"In Situ."

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Fiction, Second Place,
Brittany Jaekel
"Tarragona."

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Fiction, First Place,
Andrew Greenberg
"Palisades."

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Creative Essay, Third Place,
Jonathan Park
"Reflections on Cultural Identity and Marginalization."

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Creative Essay, Second Place,
Hannah McKeen
"Flesh Memory."

Edwin L. Shuman Prize for Creative Essay, First Place,
Maxwell Allison
"To and Near and For Jorge Luis Borges."
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Edwin L. Shuman Best Honors Thesis in Writing, Co-Winner,
Simon Han
"The Star of the River Opera and Other Stories"

Edwin L. Shuman Best Honors Thesis in Writing, Co-Winner
Brittany Jaekel
"Origins"

Edwin L. Shuman Best Honors Thesis in Literature, Co-Winner,
Garrett Jansen
"'This Also Is Thou; Neither Is This Thou' Vision, Its Loss, and Reconciliation in the
Arthuriad of Charles Williams"

Edwin L. Shuman Best Honors Thesis in Literature, Co-Winner,
Lauren Sirota
"'Know Thyself': Phrenology, Physiognomy, and the Hermeneutics of Visual Legibility in
Charlotte Bronte and George Eliot

Edwin L. Shuman Best Junior in Writing
Ali Pechman
English Creative Writing Major.

Edwin L. Shuman Best Junior in Literature, Co-Winner,
Rachel Eisenpress
English Major in Literature.

Edwin L. Shuman Best Junior in Literature, Co-Winner,
Sam Raim
English Major in Literature.
2010-2011 WRITING COMPETITION WINNERS

Edwin L. Shuman Best Senior in Writing
Maxwell Allison
English Major in Creative Writing.

Edwin L. Shuman Best Senior in Literature, Co-Winner,
Emma Martell
English Major in Literature.

Edwin L. Shuman Best Senior in Literature, Co-Winner,
John Aldous
English Major in Literature.

English Department Teaching Award
Meghan Daly
Excellence as a Teaching Assistant.

English Department Teaching Award
Joshua Smith
Graduate Student Teacher.

Jean Hagstrum Prize for Best Dissertation
Abram Van Engen
"The Sentimental Puritan"